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Why cite data?
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- Support proper attribution and credit

- Support collaboration and reuse of data

- Enable reproducibility of findings

- Foster faster and more efficient research progress, and

- Provide the means to share data with future researchers
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How data citation works





Principles of data citation (FORCE11)



1. Importance 

2. Credit and attribution 

3. Evidence 
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https://www.force11.org/group/joint-declaration-data-citation-principles-final 

Data is the new oil bacon

https://www.force11.org/group/joint-declaration-data-citation-principles-final




https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/mar/28/arctic-researcher-donald-trump-deleting-my-citations 

“As I watched more and more links turned 
red, I frantically combed the internet for 
archived versions of our country’s most 
important polar policies. ”

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/mar/28/arctic-researcher-donald-trump-deleting-my-citations


4. Unique identification

5. Access

6. Persistence
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https://doi.org/10.5438/55e5-t5c0

 Creative Commons Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported Alan Wilson

https://doi.org/10.5438/55e5-t5c0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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7. Specificity and Verifiability

8. Interoperability and Flexibility 





http://best-practices.dataverse.org/data-citation/ 

http://best-practices.dataverse.org/data-citation/
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Dynamic data citation



The WG recommends solving this challenge by:  

Ensuring that data is stored in a versioned and timestamped manner.  
Identifying data sets by storing and assigning persistent identifiers (PIDs) 
to timestamped queries that can be re-executed against the 
timestamped data store. 



RDA dynamic data citation recommendations

DATA VERSIONING

Keep track of meaningful versions.

TIMESTAMPING

Annotate versions with timestamp.

QUERY STORE

Storage for meaningful queries.



QUERY UNIQUENESS

Only unique queries are kept on record

STABLE SORTING

Defined data sorting property

RESULT SET VERIFICATION

The queries e.g. data retrieval process need to be verified
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QUERY TIMESTAMPING

Annotate query with timestamp

QUERY PID

Assign PID to query. PID resolution process = query execution process

STORE QUERY

Query store keeps query metadata

RDA dynamic data citation recommendations



CITATION TEXT

Automatically generate citation text from query store metadata

LANDING PAGE

Human readable landing page with retrieved data and contextual information

MACHINE ACTIONABILITY

Provide some sort of an API 

RDA dynamic data citation recommendations



TECHNOLOGY MIGRATION

Migratable content

MIGRATION VERIFICATION

… self-explanatory. 

RDA dynamic data citation recommendations



Takeaway message

- Build data management requirements based on community needs

- Take advantage of the existing recommendations

- Join the on-going efforts on dynamic data citation, voice your concerns

- Let’s make data first-class citizen




